FOR EFFECTIVE CPR

The Beaty CPR feedback device works by providing audio feedback for exactly how effective your compressions are during CPR.

**Beaty - there when you need it most!**

A great addition to
- First aid kits
- AED carry case
- Hanging on your keyring

- Retail packaging
- Lightweight
- No button or display
- Low cost $
- Audio feedback
- Sleek design
How to use Beaty?

In case of CPR
Call for HELP

Place Beaty in the middle
of the patient’s chest

PUSH HARD
until a “beep” sound is heard

Sound-effective

No sound-ineffective

Push hard and fast
If no sound is heard - push harder

KEY FACTS

Beaty was designed to increase the effectiveness of CPR by giving guidance during an emergency.

When the proper chest depth of 5cm is reached, Beaty will alert the rescuer with a loud beep.

The audio feedback allows the rescuer to know their chest compressions are being performed at the correct depth.

SPECIFICATIONS

• Audible feedback
• Weighing 136 grams
• Battery included
• Fits in the palm of your hand
• Red & white colour
• Order code - BIMBEATY
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